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"AN £NEMY '

INVISIBLE AUOGAUNT
WITH HUNGER IT
CREPT FROM A
STEAMING MOLD

HEAP. »

"THE QERM, THE
SICKNESS, THE
DEATH. THE PLAGUE.'
THE OBATM-BRINGER.
PLAGUE. THE LIFE -

7AHER, THE GRIM
REAP*/*.
INCARNATE.

"





7 WHAT? WHAT
1 DID YOU SAY.9

WHILE THE WHOLE
COUNTRY DIED OUT -

SIDE HISCASTLE,THE KING

\

KEPT HIS COURTAMUSED \

/NS/DE WITHA GRAND
MASQUE,A COSTUME BALL,

j
THE IMAGE OF DEATH, THE /
REDDEATH INCARNATE,
ENTERED THE BALL
D/SGU/SED AS A
REVELLER AND OF
COURSE THE PLAQUE J
K/LLEO EVERYONE

,

IN THE CASTLE
FINALLY.

BRECKFIELD 'S REDDEATH
HAS EATEN MALL
NOTHING LEFT OUT

BY THIS TIME... W WE'RE
f THIS MAY BE THE f BECOMING THE
ONLY PLACE *£F7" REVELLERS IN

[ AT ALL... ANY- t THE CASTLE...
WHERE. J LOCKED IN... IN-

S7CTE OUR OtWV
COZX TOMB. AND
OUT THERE, THE
RED PEATH

WRITS.

F EVERSIWCE MAYOR HERSEY ^
ORDEREDA COMMUN/CAT/ONS
BLACKOUT AND TOLD US THE
MEDICAL UNITS WER£
OVERCOMING THE PLAGUE...
NO ONE HAS EVEN LOOKED
OUTBIDS. THEY BELIEVED HERSEY.
THEYHAVETO! WHO WANTS TO
SEE THE TRUTH? WHO WANTS
TO LOOK OUT THEIR WINDOWS
AND SEE DEADBLACK

NOTN/NG r









"LORDMAYOR..TFLEMENEANDI ARE VOLUNTEERING TO/UAN A /fM "BUT WHysHOULDr WANT TO LIVE if tup
/MEDICAL RESCUE SHIP...TO AID SURVIVORS." [>| RESTOP THE UNIVERSE IS GONE

KNOWING I'D OONE NOTHING.'.'"





rDON'T THREATEN M£, HERSEY/
yOU, WHO'S BEEN SUCWMG
GROUND LIKE A WHIPPED DOG
TkVIMG TOGET yUE TO NOTICE YOU
AS A MAN FOR ALL THESE YEARS
YOU'RE NO PART OF A MAN YOU
p~ JADED MANOAGlfiJ.'
YOU'VE TAKEN THE ONLY

ON THIS SPHERE AND
DONE GOD KNOWS WHAT

WITH HIM/











EPILOGUE
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HOW WELL DOYOUKNOW
YOUR STARE WARES?

Thompson and Ann Wilson

AP TIMES!
^^Between them, that's how many times 2
£)%0 self-styled "Star Wars-aholics", Kris &
Deb, have drunk in the heady wonders of Lucas'
latlapalloosa of a moom pic!

"We thought," they explain, "we'd make up
this little quiz to see how many people 'listen' to
what's going or, ." They say if you get 28-30 right
either the Force is with you or you took the quiz
to the movie; 25-28 and you get a lei from Leia;
20-25 rates you your very own light saber
(heavy!); 15-20 and you deserve a hug from
Chewie; 10-15 and a Stormtrooper gives you a
tour of Cell Block 1138; 9 or below and you re-

ceive a free throat massage from Darth Vader
. . . and you better stand in line to see the picture
again—IF you recover! Just identify who said
each line and to whom.



1. "I recognized your foul stench when I was
brought on board.

"

2. "You weren't on any mercy mission."
3. "Huh? Oh, the uniform."
4. "Watch your mouth, kid, or you'll find your-

self floating home.

"

5. "That's no moon, that's a space station."
6. "Come let me get you something."
7. "Now I am the master."
8. "This is no time to worry about it."

9. "Looks like you managed to cut off our only
escape route."

10. "You worry about those fighters, I'll worry
about the tower."

11. "You will never find a more wretched hive of
scum & villainy."

12. "Oh, boy, am I gonna get it."

13. "He certainly has courage."
14. "It's worse."
15. "I find your lack of faith disturbing."

16. "Sorry about the mess."
17. "In my experience there's no such thing as

luck."
18. "The Force is strong in this one."
19. "Only you could be so bold."
20. "I can't see a thing in this helmet."

Lines by non-humans
21. "Ootagoota.Solo?"
22. "I'm going to regret this."
23. "You'll be dead."
24. "It'sallyour fault."

25. "Ootini."

Now, ifyou feel brave, try these.
26. "You're who?"
27. "Hello, there."
28. "It's your imagination."
29. "He is here."
30. "I think so."

answers:page 31. article continued overleaf

ooper as Princess Leia eludes his deathray.
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Is It Trash Gordon? No, it's Han Solo, together with Carrie & Chewie, in the famous garbage room scene
In STAR WARS.

S^DARKSITH
DjRDDAKTH VADER

Badnik orMerely
Misunderstood?

byAnnWilson

LORD DARTH VADER has been consistently
described as a totally evil, unscrupulous & cruel
villain; as, in fact, the embodiment of male-
volence. He is described as having no virtues
of any kind. This appears, from all the evidence
at hand, to be a serious misrepresentation of
someone whose greatest fault, if it can be so
described, would appear to be his unswerving
loyalty to his Emperor.
A less biased analysis, however, makes it pos-

sible to show, point by point, that Lord Vader is

in fact in possession of many admirable traits.

Once this is satisfactorily demonstrated, Lord
Vader can, at worst, be accused of misguided
loyalty to an unpopular political system.
Some knowledge of his background is essen-

tial to an understanding of Lord Darth Vader.
Definite facts, however, are few; the only ones
currently available are based on statements
made by Obi-wan Kenobi, who, at the time he
makes them, is an acknowledged enemy of Va-
der's. Kenobi tells Luke Skywalker that Vader
was "seduced by the dark side of the Force"
and turned to evil. He also states that Vader
betrayed & murdered Luke's father.

An alternative viewpoint would be that Vader
studied with Kenobi until he realized that Ken-
obi and some of his students were plotting rebel-

lion against the Empire. Once he realized this,

he reported the facts to the Imperial authorities
and was then instrumental in eliminating Ken-
obi's cell of traitors, one of whom was the elder
Skywalker.
Only inference & speculation are possible for

the period between Lord Vader's exposure of the





BEFORE YOU LEAR
LANDSPEEDER!

Mark Hamill as 20-year-old Luke Skywalker. And FM is 20. They \ i long way togefhe

rebel cell Kenobi headed and his appearance on
Senator Leia Organa's captured ship. Some de-

duct ions, however, are possible from the few
farts available.

mystery of the force

A major factor during that period is obviously
his increasing ability to make use of the Force
(now called ESP), which in turn requires some
understanding of the nature of the Force. Ken-
obi tells Luke that it is an energy field generated
by all living things but implies that it can be
utilized only by a sensitive, talented few, whose
strengths & abilities in its use vary greatly and
who use it for differing ends.
According to Kenobi, Vader uses the "dark

side" of the Force while Kenobi himself uses the
light" side. It does not seem logical that an

energy field of the type Kenobi describes would
bt1 thus divided. Logically, it would be simply
a natural force, neutral in the same way that
fire or atomic energy are neutral. The "dark" or

light" side of the Force, then, would be the
result of one individual's viewpoint of the use of

the Force by another individual.

Another important factor is the group known
as the Dark Lords of the Sith. Who & what are

they, how did Darth Vader become one of them
and what is his status within the Dark Lords?
Who & what they are can be deduced from

Lord Vader himself. Kenobi states that Vader
was one of his most brilliant students, and as a
Jedi he obviously had the talent required to

utilize the power of the Force. It is safe to as-

sume that these outstanding qualities were
noted by the Imperium, either when he reported
Kenobi's treason or shortly thereafter. They
would then logically desire to develop and use
his intellectual & extrasensory abilities to the
fullest. Thus he was probably invited to join

and be further trained by the most competent
group for that purpose in the Empire. That he
appears on Princess Leia's ship as a Dark Lord
is ample evidence that the Sith Lords are indeed
that elite group.

It is unclear, however, given the declining

status of the religion of the Force iTarkin com-
ments, "You, my friend, are all that is left of
their religion"), exactly how Vader's control of.

the Force was developed. Probably he was train-

ed in it by the Dark Lords or continued on his
own, based on what he had learned from Kenobi.

the powerful ones

The status of the Dark Lords as a group is

evident. At the council of war held aboard the
Death Star after Princess Leia's capture, Gen..

Tagge complains about "This Sith Lord inflict-

ed on us at the urging of the Emperor." This
implies very strongly that the Dark Lords are
personal representatives of. and work directly

for, the Emperor himself. Lord Vader is de-

scribed as being exceptional even among this

elite group, which leads to the deduction that he
is the Emperor's best & most trusted deputy.
At this point it becomes possible to observe



Lord Vader directly, aboard the rebel ship Tar-
kin's Imperial Stormtroopers have just cap-
tured, and analyze his actions, motivations &
character in light of the previous deductions.
As he enters the rebel ship, the Imperial

Stormtroopers stand back for him to pass, and
snap to attention. Is this done in terror of him,
as one source states, or is it not instead normal
military courtesy & respect for the Emperor's
representative? In light of subsequent develop-
ments, it would appear to be the latter; the
troops certainly show no fear in reporting to him
nor does the Imperial officer with whom he
discusses Princess Leia.

He is next seen questioning a captured rebel

officer, holding him above the deck in one hand
and quizzing him about intercepted transmis-
sions. When the officer remains silent, Vader
crushes his throat and throws him aside. This
is har,sh, certainly, but Lord Vader's reasoning
& feelings are understandable. It is his duty to
smash the rebellion, and while it would be stupid
to expect willing cooperation from traitors, per-

haps this example will make the other rebels
more willing to co-operate.

When he meets Princess- Senator Leia Or-
gana in the corridor, Lord Vader is much more
polite than might be expected from one who is

confronting a known rebel & traitor. This is true
in spite of the fact that she brazenly lies to him
before being escorted to her cell. It is probable
that he respects her courage & determination.
At the war council, Lord Vader's response to

Gen. Tagge's scoffing at the power of the Force
is positively mild considering what he could do
were he to exert his full powers ; he merely cuts
off Tagge's wind for a few seconds, saying, "I
find your lack of faith disturbing," then releases
his when Gov. Tarkin requests it. This shows
admirable restraint & self-control in spite of

provocation, as does the previously-cited inci-

dent with Princess Leia.
Lord Vader then goes to Leia's cell to query

her as to the location of the hidden rebel base.
His use of torture, tho alleged by one source,
cannot be substantiated; his method is psycho-
technological in nature and includes an appar-
ently-telepathic machine used in conjunction
with some kind of drug, since he reports to Tar-
kin that her resistance to the "mind probe" is

strong.

This leads Tarkin to threaten Leia's home
planet Alderaan, at which time she shows no evi-

dence of physical abuse. Her insulting manner
toward Tarkin certainly does not suggest that
she has been intimidated or impaired mentally
(altho her judgment may certainly be ques-
tioned). A type of torture which affects the vic-

tim neither mentally nor physically would seem
to be remarkable ineffective.

What Vader's "torture" could not extract is

apparently revealed when Princess Leia re-

sponds to Tarkin's threat by giving him the
name of the planet Dantooine. This proves as

Spaceman Skywatker depresses his finger and an-
other Stormtrooper Ship bites the Cosmic Dust!



"What am I doin' here on Tatooine?" Luke Skywalker thinks to himself as he prepares to board his
landspeeder.

useless as Lord Vader's mind probe, however,
when scouts report that the Dantooine base has
been abandoned, apparently for quite some
time. Lord Vader then observes to the furious
Tarkin, "I told you she would never consciously
betray the rebellion." He appears to be almost
proud of her spirit and even tho she is a traitor

he obviously respects her integrity, misdirected
tho it appears to him.

the confrontation

Later, when Han Solo's pirate ship is drawn
into the Death Star by tractor beams, Lord Va-
der senses the distrubing aura of his old teacher,
Obi-wan Kenobi. He knows then, as he tells Tar-
kin, that Kenobi does not plan to escape from
the battle station and that he, Vader, must face
him alone. This is apparently some sort of Force
bond between them, which must be dissolved
by the death of one or the other.
From his tone with Tarkin, Lord Vader appar-

ently expected to be the one to die in his fated
battle with Kenobi. He obviously knew that it

was to be a duel with light-sabers (the formal
28

weapon of the Jedi) and knew that Kenobi was a
pastmaster of that weapon, considerably more
skilled than Vader himself. In addition, Vader
knew himself to be hampered by his heavy,
bulky armor, which nevertheless would not even
slow, much less stop, a light-saber's blow.

In the confrontation itself, Lord Vader awaits
Kenobi in a deserted corridor. He greets him,
sounding confident despite his misgivings. He
notes that Kenobi's powers seem weak but Ken-
obi states that Vader cannot win: "If you strike

me down, I shall become more powerful than
you can possibly imagine."

Despite his knowledge of the Force, Lord Va-
der apparently does not accept this statement
at face value but he now realizes that there is

some chance he will survive this encounter and
Kenobi, not he, will die here. He does not, how-
ever, want to kill his old mentor, saying regret-
fully, "You should not have come back." But he
does what now appears inevitable, and "kills"

Kenobi—who disappears bodily, to become a
nexus "of the Force.
Lord Vader could have spared himself this

upsetting battle; he was waiting, light-saber



activated, when Kenobi approached him. It

would have been easy for him to take the safe,

coward's way and kill Kenobi from ambush, ex-

posing himself to no danger, or even to order a
trooper to do it for him with a blast rifle. His
courage & honor in meeting Kenobi in personal
combat are quite obvious, particularly when it

is noted that he did not allow any interference

by the Stormtroopers who came to his aid.

His intelligence is again shown in allowing
Solo's ship & its dangerously knowledgeable
complement to escape carrying a signaling de-

vice to lead the Death Star to the rebel base,
with just enough opposition to make the escape
look real. (Note that Tarkin thought this a very
risky ploy.) The Princess deduces the plan but
the signaling device works and, had Tarkin's
tactical planning been adequate, the rebel base
would have been destroyed.

Vader's courage & honor become most ob-

vious during the space battle around the Death
Star. A space battle, especially in such close

quarters as the Trench, is no place for a coward.
Lord Vader leads several runs down the ex-

tremely hazardous Trench, demonstrating both
Eiloting skill & daring sufficient to easily gain
im "Ace" status, yet he allows Luke's stricken

wingman to make his escape.

It is important to note that, at the end, Lord
Vader lives thru the explosion of the Death Star
not because he purposely attempts to escape
but because he is hurled away, out of control, as
a result of Solo's attack.

code of a sith

Some further observations & deductions are

possible. Lord Vader is clearly reluctant to kill

unless it is necessary and even then preferably
in battle. The rebel officer he strangled and the

6 fighter pilots he shot down were killed under
combat conditions and died quickly and with no
unnecessary suffering. On the other hand, even
after Tarkin had signed the order to terminate
the Princess' life, Lord Vader took immediate
advantage of the opportunity offered by the

capture of the Millenium Falcon to suggest that
she might still be of some use alive. Altho she is

a rebel & a traitor, he is evidently reluctant to

kill her in cold blood. The same observation ap-

pears relevant in regard to Kenobi—and even
then, Kenobi "dies" in the heat of battle, rather
than being coldly executed.

As a person, Lord Vader's position is difficult.

He appears to be isolated, even in the midst of a

crowd. If the Dark Lords are indeed the Em-
pire's elite, as was suggested earlier, and Va-
der's standing among them is high, he must al-

most always find himself among those whose
qualifications are inferior to his in practically

every way. He cannot communicate with them
at his own intellectual level and must often point
out to others what is obvious to him— for exam-
ple, the need to explain to the Impreial officer

acquaintances?)

why it was necessary to keep Princess Leia
alive. Since military officers, among their other
qualifications, are required to be of above-aver-
age intelligence, the implications are obvious.

His awesome appearance is another factor in

his isolation. He is described as being 2 meters
tall and is powerfully yet proportionately built.

His sheer size would be impressive enough in

itself but the breath maks, armor & cloak of a
Sith Dark Lord make his physical presence most
compelling.

In addition, Lord Vader's ability to utilize

the Force, corresponding to what is currently
called ESP, would definitely set him apart as
being out of the ordinary. He is certainly able

to use both empathic & telekinetic powers;
other abilities are likely but have not been
demonstrated.

This formidable combination of intellectual &
physical superiority with ESPer ability practi-

cally guarantees the isolation of Darth Vader
and the other Sith Lords from the general com-
munity. Such isolation could not be pleasant
and relief from it would be rare, as it's extremely
difficult to imagine a problem requiring the at-

tention & abilities of more than one Dark Lord.
In an Empire comprising thousands of planets,

moreover, opportunities for them to meet on
other occasions would also be rare. Only then,
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Fearing the Death Star may be the death of them, Han Solo & the Wookle flee for their lives.

however, could men as remarkable as these

know real equality & companionship.
In summary, then, the evidence preceeding

shows Lord Darth Vader to be a person to be
admired. He is not at all the horrible monster as

which he is usually described, trailing miasmatic
clouds of evil along with his cloak and envelop-

ed in malevolence as a swamp is in fog. On the

contrary, he has been shown to be loyal, coura-

geous, highly intelligent & honorable. Such
qualities, together with his distinctive appear-

ance, somber yet impressive & commanding,
make him a man apart, powerful yet solitary.

This evaluation differs from the generally-

accepted description of Lord Vader. However,
an impartial observer can only be glad that such
a man as Darth Vader lives.

Source Note: Since the film version of STAR
WARS was the original, data have been ob-

tained from it whenever possible. The book ver-

sion was considerably different and was there-

fore used only as a supplement, to bring out

data not otherwise available.

IWERS
itheQUOTE QUIZ

page 2?

Leia to Governor Tarkin

Darth Vader to Leia

Luke to Leia

Han to Luke
Obi-Wan to Han
Obi-Wan to humanoid in bar

Darth Vader to Obi-Wan
Han to Chewbacca
Leia to Han
Luke to Wedge
Obi-Wan to Luke
Luke to C-3PO
Leia to Luke
Han to Leia

Darth Vader to General Tagge

Han to bartender

Obi-Wan to Han
Darth Vader-to himself

Leia to Darth Vader
Luke to Han
Greedo to Han
C-3PO to himself

Cantina humanoid? to Luke
C-3POto R2-D2
Chief Jawa to other Jawas
Leia to Luke
Obi-Wan to R2-D2
Han to Luke
Darth Vader to Governor Tarkin

Aunt Beru to Uncle Owen

END







f
THIS IS THE GSF/TOST SOCIETy THE

,

I WORLO HAS EVER KNOWN—A SOCIETY
'

. IN WHICH PEOPLE CAN DO, AS
THE PEOPLE OFTHE TWENTIETH
CENTURY USEDTO SAY, ,

TU&R OWN THINS'
AWOTHESE IDIOTS ,

ARE TRYING TO
o«7*or it.'

ISN'T THERE ANY WAY
YOU MACHINES CAN
rtWTECr YOURSELVES?.')

res, of
IcouKse?

THE WAIN SOURCE...A GIANT
COMPUTER WHICH ONCE WAS
THE MAIN SOURCE OF POWER
AND COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE
FORTHE ENTIRE METROPOLIS...
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THIS iS THE WORLD OF
TOMORROW, A WORLD OF
THE WOT TOO DISTANT
FUTURE, WHERE TWO
0IFF6RENT FACTIONS ARE
NOW OSU.IDINS...A
WORLO WHERE THERE
ARB NO HEROES.'



SPECTACULARWHOLE HEAD STAR WARS MASKS
C-3 PO MASK STORMTROOPER MASK CHEWBACCA MASK DARTH VADER MASK

To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



HERE /S SATURN, A PLANET OF UNSURPASSEP BEAUTY IN OUR SOLAS SYSTEM.
ONCE INTERPLANETARY SPACSELI&HT WAS ACHIEVED, THIS RESPLENDENT LACY WAS £Xfi.O/T£f> TOHER
LIMITS, 3Y TOURISTS. ANO BYENTERPRISING PSRSONS ANTICIPATING, THE NEEOS ANP WANTS OF THOtt

TOURISTS

.





XTCAME AT OI/CE, 30i-£?LY AND WITHOUT WARNING,
TO THE SHOCK ANO BAFFLEMENT OF THOSE OC-
CUPANTS OF THE HOTEL, THESE WAS NO REASON
THATSUCH AN ATTACK SHOULD BE EXPECTEC...
NOT IN THE MIPSTOP NE&OTIATIONS

SO, WHEN IT CAME, THE ATTACK WAS /MET 89LITTLE OPPOSITION, MOST OF HILTON'S WAR-SHIRS NEVER. GETTING' 0>UTOF POCK. IT WA*.MORE THAN THE WALDORF EXEC*. HAD HOFF

D

FOR.

S THE HILTON COKPORAT\ON
WAS AT PEACE WITH THAT
COMPANY, ANlQ STILL IN CONV&R-
NATION WITH ITS PRESIPENT

IN HOPES op MAINTAINING /
THAT PEACE AT THE TWE

~ OF THC ATTACK. HOSTILITIES \
. EXIST, ANO 0ECAUSE \

/ OF THIS I ASK THAT 7HE\
/ STOCKHOLDER* DECLARE
J THAT &/NCE THe (JNPRO-
YOKED 4NC? DASTARD L-Y
ATTACK ON SUNDAY. A

\ STATE Of= WAAX. HA$
EXISTEP SETWE EN THE
HILTON CORFCRAT\O

N

v ANP THE WALPORP ,
'

HtPTEL- CHAIN ->

the aj6dfdsal 41et withemphatic approval.,
&a/m/n& the overwhelming sl/pport of the
Bitterly resentful, hilton stockholders- war,
WAS UNAN/MOUSOY PECCARED, AND Ef£=RY HOTEL
y^Q^Hg?£A"A&&£ ANO&UEO.T RAt-L/EO
TO THAT COMMON CAUSE.

A/O ASSISTANCE FROM HOME
EARTH WAS REQUESTED.
NO COMMUNICATION FROWi
EARTH ACKNOWLEDGED

.

THIS MATTER THE H/LTON/TEi.
WOULO HANOLE FOR.
THEMSELVES.
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?U$T AS &U/CVC2Y, EVERY HtLTDN HOTEL. WAS-
SEALEO OFF, NOBODY COM/N& OfiX
WITf-fDl/T F&GMtSS/OA/, £VE&y /ZOOM WAS
SEARCHED^ METHOO/CALOY, FOR. WEAPONS,
RADIOS AND CENSORIOUS MA TER/AL.S

.

(PICTURE POSTCAROS PEPICTIN& STRATEGIC
FLOOR PLANS, OF THE HOTELS WERE PR/ME

_TAR<SETS OP CONFfSCATION . )

-^^^^^k^f, M̂PU=,y£eS ANC> ™eiR FAMILIES, ANO OTHER 0AN&E&OUS ALIENSWERE RE&ISTERED AND MOVED AWAY FROM IMPORTANT HILTON INSTALLATIONS ( SUCH AS
VwZP^'f^Z'^ %£'LB£ ^W^. EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND WA<=>HROCmS J , RELOCAT/N&THEM TO LARGE CONCENTRATION AREAS. &YMA/AS/UMS USUALLY.

RATIOWN& WAS IMPLEMENTED, RENTS WERE
RAISED, AND ALMOSTALL OF THE FINANCING
OF THE WAR WAS LAID SQUARELY ON THE
SHOULDERS- OF THE HOTEL &UE&T& AND
EMPLOYEES. UNQUESTIONABLY THIS WAS A
WAR OF tNCREOIBLE HARDSHIPS, , BUT
DON'T LET ANYBODY TELL YOU THE
HILTONITIES WEREN'T UP TO IT. THEY

WERE, AND MORE f

PEEPERATELY NEEDED FOR THE BOYS AT THE
FRONT. WOMEN BECAME THE MATOR WORK FOSCE
ON WAR ASSEMBLY LINES, MUCH OF THE RAW
MATERIAL CANNIBAL IZEL? FROM KITCHEN UTENSILS
AND JEWELRY. ( REMEMBeR : ONE FIST-SIZE RUBY
CAN POWER AN ANTI-AIRCRAPT LASER.)



Pm/N& THIS TIME, MANY HI&H-ECHELON MEETINGS TOOK. '

Pt-ACE IN THE PENTHOUSE; ROOM IAOO, HILTON HOTEL. P. )

THERE, THE PRESIPENTANL> HIS STAFF LABORED 7IR&- >

LESSCV, PLANNING BATTLE STRATEGIES AS THE WAR-
OUTSIDE PRA&&ED ON.





Yet, while the penthouse movep sprightly
forwarp with this operation, the situation
in every hotel was growing 3>7eacvuy
worse . the morale at home, once soaring.,

; pecayeo atanal rate, ano news
; ffiom the front was only pisheartenin&.

W LOO ?
IT'S TU6T ROOM
SERVICE WfTH
YOUR eSSROLLS >

_ %*AN<? TEA . --rrg—rS«gi

KPWT SHOOT
THROUGH THE
POOR OR ANYTHIN©,,,
I'LL. JUST LEAVE fT .

HERE By THE RXtiL^
OKAY f

COt . 7I83ET&
'HERE, MR. PRE&IPENT.

/ WE'RE SET TO EXPLO0E
i FATTY ARBUCKLE AT I30t
HOURS ZULU TIME, ALL
PERSONNEL. HAVE BEEN
EVACUATED FROM MARS
TEST ASTEftOtP ANO

l WE 'R>EH0AOIN& BACK T
. BASE. SEE yea INA

COUPLE GAYS





SIMTREK BOOKS









ST . ^..(.trftS <K IT S l+AMY
f=ORM$.. BUT NOW F'MPS THE** *h MOl I OW.

LOOmtir, OSATM CAN DO THAT TO A MAN,,, BUJLP A
» tVWd AROUNP HM/U.MAKE HIM FEEL SEPARATED
ANP ALONE *











NEW! NEW! NEW!

mam I «Wk Wmm

STAR WARS BEACH TOWELS

I TWO ROBOTS BEACH TOWEL Res!
I easy at the beach with C-3PO and
I RZ-D2. Robot figures printed in

'--
i 100% cotton velour

DARTH VADER BEACH TOWEL This
fabulous 100% cotton 31"«60"

beach towel sports Danri
image surrounded by

STAR WARS
TOOTHH

IP BRUSH

mI Lets, Han Solo.

I R7-u2,C-3P0, N"
I Chewbacca. Darth

'

]i-WanKen-
I Obi decorate this au-

I tomalictaottibrush! Rec- \'
I ommended up & down brush
I action makes it a winner in

| the war
" batteries powerthis mechani-

I cal marvel. 2 brightly- colored r

| placement brushes put you ahead at

STAR SLEEPING BAG
Get into "Star Wars" with this synthetic-fiber

filled sleeping bag. Unzips into a colorful,
" ile-print 68"x69" comforter. Char-
acters in white, blue S gold on one

side. Logo and fighters in blue
and white on reverse.

Washable. Comes with
vinyl tote.
#26050/^ $27.95

STAR WARS
PILLOWCASES

I Dream of galaxies long ago and far, far away on
I colorful blue, white and gold percale pillow-
I cases featuring adramatic scenewith Luke
I Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Ar- '

I too Detoo, See Threepio & Chew -

lbacca!Thesepillowcasescome2
I to a package and fit any
I standard -size normal t
pillows!#26049/S3.50i*

A"force-ful"way
to stay warm I

new, colorful, i

100% acrylic
blanket, fea

I turing "Star Wars" vil-

lains, 'droids, heroines and
heroes! Vivid blues, golds & whites
create a multi-hued blanket with beauty
and durability. An asset to any "Star Wars"
fan's room and/or collection! #26051/811.75

STAR
WARS

BLANKET
60 To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine

for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



















1 This huge £8^ x11")
I book is what fans have
I been asking for! Be-
I sides the fine draw-
I ings, the volume con-
1 tains short synopses
1 of every Star Trek
1 episode from both the
1 live action show and
1 the animated cartoon
J series. Glossary in-

1 cluded with dofinitions
1 of the characters, de-
1 vices and events from
I every Star Trek epi-
1 sode. A to ZOR! Or-
J der «21227/SG.9S

SCIENCE FICTION FULL COLOR POSTERS

L -31/

m ,

m, /

GREEN BRAIN A hive Intelligence STAR SQUAD Alien beings blast THE SURVIVOR The star lost fight

unleashes It's armies on an un- off for the ultimate armageddon for survival on a world lost

suspecting Earth! 22"x35". All among the tar stars! 22"x35"! All to the ken of man! 22"x35". All

In lull color! #29003/S2.SO In full color! #2998/12.50 in full color! #29007/12.50

CHILDREN OF TOMORROW Oh!
What glorious mysteries await

our children's progeny! 22"x35".
All In full color! #29009/12.50

BATTLE OF THE GALAXIES Space battles

erupt as defending craft are blasted Into

smithereens by voracious aliens of the rim!

Big 22"x35"! All In full color! #2999/(2.50

THOSE WHO WATCH An enormous alien craft

hovers mysteriously above a multi-mooned 8
lovely world, a sun rises In a saphlre sky!

Big 22"x35"! All In full Color! #29001/(2.50

EARTH ENSLAVED The Earth is engirdled by
a matrix of golden pentahedrons! An enslave-

ment which brings our childhood to an end!
Big 22"x35"! All in full color! #29002/12.50

\*.
r

Y*mtS-

y ils

^

PLANET OF THE BLIND Blasting off from JEWEL OF JAHREN A diamond yellow sun set BRAIN WAVE A beautiful vlsualiiatlon from

the stellar central spaceport, ships climb In an emerald sky Is eclipsed by a space- Poul Anderson's book In which the l.Q. of ev-

a fiery column of star reaching flame! Big ship of unknown origin and purpose! Death? ery living thing on Earth rises greatly! Big

22' ,

x35"! All in full color! #29004/S2.50 Big 22"x35"! All In ful color! #29006/52.50 22"x35"! All in full color! #29008/12.50



PEW-A-STAR TREK-POSTERSTAR TREK
PUZZLES

Jofn the crew ol the Enterprise

with these 2 great adventure jigsaw

puziles! They're fun to assemble
and display. Color atlion scenes of

lour liivnrite Star Trek personalities!

Captain Kirk, Spock. and others.

Order your pu;;les today!

COMIC BUFFS
AND GOLLECTOBS!
The 1974 comic ar
book from the Ne*
available* What's
full color cover,

convention program
York comic con is

got? First, on the

t has Joe Simon's
f Captain America!

Also included are
an in-depth inter-

view with Bob Kane
and C.C. Beck who
created Batman and
Captain Marvel; Wilt

Eisner profile by
Murphy Anderson;
Joe Simon article,

re-

with Simon and Klr-

by art; Hat irey Kurtz-

man and Little Annie
Fanny: this 6 more!
100 pis., 5-1/Z"*
8-1/2''* Z1I5S/S3

STARTREK HOBBY KITS
GREAT PLASTIC MODELS TO ASSEMBLE!

COMMAND BRIDGE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE STARSHIP

^!^^^
Ift all of its streamlined glory (his is the Statship

Enterprise! One of the most advanced starships ever

designed, it carries a crew of hundreds on iis five

year mission through space. Its purpose is to promote
peace and under standing but it is a formidable adver-

sary when attacked by a hostile force. The flagship

for Starfleet is capable o! Warp Drive, fires Laser

Stage your own amazing adventures on this fine model
of the Enterprise's command bridge. The kit includes

figures of Captain Kirk, Spock and Sutu. ?24174/S3.25

Cannons and can launch Photon Torpedoes. Yqu should

have a model of this magnificent craft. When assem-
bled, it is a loot long! Well detailed! *2460/S2.95

EXPLORATION KIT

The Star Trek Eiploralion Set comes
Phaser Pistol, a Communicator,

" "'
life-size, these

GALILEO 7
SHUTTLECRAFT

e and, therefore, when a smaller

i planetary or
-1 was used.

K-7 SPACE STATION

KLINGON BATTLE
CRUISER KIT

Sworn enemy of the Federation ol Pian- I

ets, the deadly pirate of the spaceways I
fears no one including the Starship I
Enterprise. Whenever the two crafts I
meet in space a battle is certain to I
foilow. Both KEingon and Enterp
are in scale (same si;e) ''2461 SI

onto
these

SCI-FI
BUYS!



STAR WARS COLLECTOR'S CLASSICS!
AGALAXYOFSTARWARS ITEMS . .

.

STAR WARS FORCE BEAMSTARWARS
SPECTACULAR

A FAMOUS MOHSTERS MAGAZINE
FORCE BEAM
An inci

force beam to
simulate the
laser swords
of Star Wars!
Now your ars-
enal is com-
plete ! You too
can fight old,

evil Darth, to
the death for
once and for
all! What can
Darth do? Can

FAMOUS MONSTERS STAR WARS 5PECTACULAR
50 pages of information-filled articles! 60 excit-
ing photos! Features on the cast, special effects,
robots, story, in an 8Vi"x11" * SSW1/S2.25

STAR WARS
blueprints including
turn Falcon. Unfold

12 detailed giant-sized
Star, Sandcrawlar, Millen-
ut 9"x30"! #26039/56.95

Sflg SKETCHBOOK &
ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

M PORTFOLIO
of PAINTINGS

STAR WARS PORTFOLIO OF PAINTINGS
ketches of models for STAR WARS.Death Star, 11"x14" portfolio of 21 paintings by Ralph
. Compiled by film's designer. #26028/94.95 provided inspiration for STAR WARS. #26029/87.95

To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



AGALAXY OF

R2DS & C3PO POSTER DARTH VADER POSTER PRINCESS LEIA POSTER LUKE SKYWALKER POSTER
Full-color 20"x2B" poster 20"x28" full-color poster. Giant sized 22"x28" full- Giant sized 22"x28" full-

of robotsi #2995/82.00 Darth, sword! #2994/82.00 color paster! *29011 /S2.D0 color poster! -29010/S2.00

72 To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



5TAR WARS
FLYING
MODEL

ROCKETRY

WAR£

DARTH VADER
COSTUME
fi MASK

DARTH VADER COS-
TUME & MASK Wear
the hood, cape and
mask of the insidious
Sith Lord. Made of

long-lasting vinyl,one
size can fit a child of
any age. The last of
the Jedi Knights. Buy

#26048/34.95

C-3PO X-WING FIGHTER
MODEL KIT MODEL KIT
Easy-to- build. Easy-to- build,

STAR WARS FLYING
MODEL ROCKETRY
OUTFIT A hobby kit-nol

a toy. It is not (or those
under 12. Battery & glue
not included. Assemble
and launch Luke's
Torpedo!#24201 ($12.95

LUKE SKYWALKEfi X-WING
FIGHTER MODEL KIT Sleek &

ige! Here Is the rebel ship
which Luke piloted when he at-

tacked Death Star. 12" from its

rear. 10" wingspan.
The X-Wings move from hold
to combat ready. H24199ZS5. 50

LUKE SKYWALKERS EXCITING LANDSPEEDER
VEHICLE Comes assembled. 3-Vi long, 3 high.

TIE FIGHTER SPACE CRAFT
Comes assembled. 14' long, 12 high, 3" wide

LUKE SKYWALKER'S EXCITING LANDSPEEDER VEHICL E Anauthentic replica
of Luke's desert roadster. The hood opens tor access to trie engine and a shift

lever releases the spring loaded wheels which simulates floating ride;
Passenger compartment can carry Action Figures. Fantastic! S241B7/S7.50

TIE FIGHTER SPACECRAFT Used by Darth Vader. The Cockpit opens to

allow an Action Figure to be seated. Solar panels may be ejected
simulating battle damage and for defense the tighter has a laser light

and emits a whining laser sound you control! #241 86/S1 5.95

X-WING FIGHTER
9' long x 9 wide.
Already fully

assembled.

(-WING FIGHTER Push <

and sound. The cockpit canopy
raises to open position so a Star Wars
Action Figure might be seated in the
fighter. A perfect spacecraft tor

destroying Death Star or lor a battle

with Darth Vader's deadly Tie
Fighter. Buy Amazing! #241 B5/S1 5.95
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CLOSE
COUNTERS
of the THIRD
KIND SLEEPING
BAG Colorful
fabric. Burnt orange

CLOSE

ENCOUNTERS
SLEEPII1C

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

T-SHIRT
CLOSE

ENCOUNTERS
T-SHIRT
Mother

Ship Open

#2761 50

•V-'—»*.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
KIND SOUNDTRACK RECORD Original
Movie Music Theme! #2390/88.95 #aia»i/si.95 Whs; 208 pagBs. i2199a/B1 .95

£ ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND FULL COLOR
POSTER A Rig 22 * 34' Msv-

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND, a Warren Magazine,
loaded with 17 full color photos, many black and white photos.
Articles on stars, story, special effects, director . CE1/S2.00

UFO AND ALIEN COMIX, a Warren Magazine, features seven
black and white comic stories concerning human contact with
U.F.O.sand Aliens. Plus a sci-fi Space Market. UFO1/$2.00

for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



NOW IN HOME MOVIES FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER
SPIDER-MAN • CAPTAIN AMERICA • HULK • IRON-MAN • SUB-MARINER • THOR

WATCH THESESUPER HEROES BATTLE BEFOREYOUR VERY EYES

AVAILABLE IN BLACK & WHITE AND IN FULL COLOR
SPIDER - MAW
THE ORIGIN
Spider - man's
first big battle
with a crime!
Super 8, B/Wtt
22103/58.95.
Also Color tt

22104/17.95

SPIDER -MAIM
KINGPINNED
Spider - man
must deacti-
vate a bomb!
Super 8, B/Wtt
22105/S8.95.
Also Color 8

22106/17.95

SPIDER -MAN
TREACHERY
Spider - man
is framed by
circus twins'
SuperS, B/Wtt
22107/58.95.
Also Color tt

22108/17.95

SPIDER -MAN
SCORPION
The Scorpion
escapes from
his prison!
Super 8, B/Wtt
22109/S8.95.
Also Color tt

22110/17.95

CAP AMERICA
ZEMO S EVIL
Cap, Thor and
Iron Man vs
evil Zemo!
Super 8, B/Wtt
22111/SB.95.
Also Color tt

22112/17.95

THE HULK
THE POWER
Incredible
Hulk fights the
Army! Amust!
Super 8, B/Wtt
22113/58.95.
Also Color ft

22114 / 17.95

IRON MANULTIMO
The creature
from the vol-

cano, Ultimo!
Super8,B/W#
22115/S8.95.
Also Color
2211G/17.95

SUB - MARI-
NER SAVE ME
Sub - Mariner
battles the evil

Krang! NOW!
Super 8, B/Wtt
2S117/S8.95.
Also Color tt

22118/17.95

THOR THUN-
D 6 R G O D
Thor and his
hammer vs De-
stroyer! Su-
per 8, B/W tt

22119/58.95.
Also Color tt

22120/17.95

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

POSTER
and

PEN SET

CLOSG £NCOUNTeR5

-OLOWI IfBOOK

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS of

< THIRD KIND WORD
WEBS & LETTER UP PA-
PERBACK 17 puzzles re-

ferlng to the movie &
20 photos, lol ot the

film aliens. #21310795c

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS of

the THIRD KINO MAZES
PAPERBACK Wind your
way through 20 out-of-

this world mazes based
on the film. 23 fabulous
photographs. S21308/9SC

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS of

the THIRD KIND GALAC-
TIC GAMES PAPERBACK
24 crosswords, acrostics,

codes and more based on
the film plus 24 movie
photographs. #21309/95c

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS of the

THIRD KIND DOT-TO-DOTS
PAPERBACK Connect the dots

to recreate scenes from the

movie. 8"x10W>" with 9 big

photographs to conjure memo-
ries of the film. #21311/11.25

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND COLORING BOOK
Story of the movie retold In

black and white illustrations

for you to color. 64 pages,
a large-size 8"x10ft" pa-
perback format. S21312/S1.2S

for convenient RUSH ORDER F
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STAR WARS &
CLOSE

ENCOUNTERS
RECORD

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

OF THE
THIRD KIND
FACT SHEET

ciose
ENCOUNTERS

OF THE THIRD KIND

The Los Angeles Philhar-
monic orchestra, conducted
by Zubln Mehta, plays John
William's scores tor STAR
WARS Including the title

Theme, Leia's Theme, The
Little People, Cantlna Band,
Battle & The Throne Room.
Also the suite from CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD
KIND. Spell binding music!
Order today! #2394/57.98

MOTHER SHIP
IRON-ON

Full-color,

lit scene of the exit of

the fabulous extra-

terrestrial Mother Ship.

Barry in the foreground
watches as the space-
craft lifts from earth-

bound gravity and heads
for the stars. Iron-on

vibrant with reds, blues,

and golds. #26054/$1 .25

LANDING CRAFT
IRON-ON

Jilllan, Barry and Roy
Neary first encounter
the zooming, brilliant-

ly-lit, spectacular UFO
landing craft as they
soar overhead in an un-
believable display of

visuals and sound, In

this full-color, fabulous
Iron-on. #26053/$1.25

UFOs—WHAT ARE THEY?
UFOs—A GLOBAL PHENOMENON
UFOs—ALL SHAPES & SIZES
UFOs— PEAK MONTHS, PEAK HOURS
UfOs-SEEN BV 15 MILLION

AMERICANS

SHEET Giant-sized 23"x
33" fact sheet poster, fea-

turing salient informa-
tion on sightings, evidence
and contact with UFOs.
When are UFOs most fre-

quently spotted? Where?
What are they? What do
they look like? These
questions are answered
on this full-color post-
er. Order! #29005/52.50

ROAD SCENE
IRON-ON

Fuli-color Iron-on of the spe-
cial scene that has come to
mean CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND to mil-

lions. A brilliant, deep-blue,
starlit sky; a road going off

Into Infinity; and a glowing
white light that promises a
galaxy of excitement and
wonder. Plus the CLOSE EN-
COUNTERS logo.#26067/S1 .25

DEVILS TOWER
IRON-ON

The place where It

all happened, Devil's
Tower, Wyoming,
shimmers In the light

of the alien Mother-
ship that looms be-
hind It, In the full-

color Iron-on with
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
logo. #26055/ $1.25

Exciting New Paperbacks of Close Encounters

By Bob Ba
BEHIND THE SCENES
DIARY OF HOW THEY

BOOK OF ENCOUNTERS
Case histories of close en-
counters of first, second &
" ' 1 kind, interviews. CIA
reports. Iron Curtain re-

search .Order! #21 298/(1 .95

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
DIARY Kept by Bob Bala-

ban, the film's "Interpre-
ter," this is the only on-the-
—st filming record. Withspol
phol

UFO EXPERIENCE J. Allen
Hynek, consultant to CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS film, Investi-

gates UFO sightings, evi-

dence and contact. 309 pa-

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
THE THIRD KIND MIND-
BENDERS Over 80 exciting

photos, Including special
effects & a treasury of In-

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
THE THIRD KIND FOTO-
NOVEL 224 pages of full-

color photos tell the story

of Spiel berg's CLOSE EN-
tographs. #21307/51.95 gas. Photos. #21298/82.25 trieate puzzles. #21301/11.95 COUNTERS. #21293/52.50

76 To order any of these items, pfease see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



SPIRIT COMICS! Ob SPIRIT CLASSICS
m?Mm REPRINTS OF VINTAGEM SPIRIT STORIESRARE

comics ar will eisneri
FULL- COLOR. ORIGINAL

COVERS. EXCITING,
SUSPENSEFUL TALES

OF CRIMINALS, CRIME 5
THE WORLD'S GREATEST
CRIMEFIGHTER.THE

SPIRIT! CRIME
CONVENTION (ISSUE
(illEXPOSESTHE

FILES ON CROOKS AS
MAX SCARR, GRUMLT,
THE OCTOPUS, AND
PANTHA STALK- IN

P'GEL (ISSUE ftZi ARE
5 GREAT P'GELL

TALES!

CRIME CONVENTION
32 PAGES 10" * Vmm si.25

SPIRIT MEETS P'GELL
32 PftGES 10" x 7"

#21182 $1.25

Will Eisner's ingenious creation .

.

The Spirit . . . with adventures galore!

SPIRIT BAG #2-August to October 1940. The 2-fisted SPIRIT slaps the underworld

silly, zooms in his flying car, clobbers Dr. Cobra, The Mastermind, and Orang. the

Human Ape, as well as other fiends. Meanwhile, Ebony learns to see through walls,

which is to his everlasting chagrin! #2157 SPIRIT BAG #2/16.95

SPIRIT BAG #4-January to March 1941. War flares and THE SPIRIT saves the US
from a squadron of Nazi robot planes and organizes a Fifth Column Radio Espionage

Network. Still, he finds time in his schedule to save New York fiom the hands of a

saboteur. Ten great SPIRIT tales in all! #21058 SPIRIT BAG #4/$6.95

VAMPIRELLA

& COMIX
INTERNATIONAL

t
new

lowprices

VAMPIRELLA SPECIAL BY JOSE GON-
ZALEZ! VAMPI orGonzalez fan? Or both?
You'll want this volume. Eighty pages of
VAMPI. Limited hardcover autographed
edition" $12.50. Softoover VS#11/$2.95

comix
*r international

illustrated
horror

in full color

comix
international

'Spl
adventure and Rich Corben's award win-
ning store of sharks and survival "in
Deep" make this issue a classic Six other
scary tales! Buy COMIX |6#1C15f$1.98

COMIX INTERNATIONAL #2! Ten stories!
Three eye boggling tales illustrated by
Rich Corben— Poe's "The Raven", "Anu-
Christmas"and"TheButcher".ASci-Fi by
Wood and more! COMIX- #2#1C12/S1.98

COMIX INTERNATIONAL #3! Is reality

here and now? Or does It lie behind the
TV screen? Read Moencrfs "Black and
White Vacuum to Blues". Also Corben's
"Hard J ohn Appte". COMIX- #3#1C1 3/$1 .98

for convenient RUSH ORDER FOI

COMIX INTERNATIONAL #4! Was it only
guilt or did he actually hear the dead
man's heart beating? Crandall illustrates

Poe's "Tell-Tale Heart". Also, Corben's
"Believer. Buy COMIX #4 #1 C1 4/$1 .98

: of this magazine -



To order any of those items, please see last page of this magazine""* RUSH ORDER FORM.





To order any of these items, please see last page of this magazine
for convenient RUSH ORDER FORM.



FULL-COLOR REPRINTS OF EC COMICS!
LOW IN PRICE BUT HIGH IN QUALITM! ORDER NOW!

CRIME SUSPEHSTORIES #25 THE VAULT OF HORROR #26 TWO-FISTED TALES #14 Ex- THE HUNT OF FEAR #2J SHOCK SUSPEHSTORIES #6 SHOCK SUSPERSBTOtllS#12

Cow storr, i solid drama citing rtoriti nf Hatosni From i coral atoll in the "under Cover" delivers a Fjpoi*i the terrors o( *tf

cro tf the tragic result dram by lack Dim. "Graft and cowardice from cowboys Pacific to the Florida Eier- shc<kw|commei>L(^tind ™ »™" ' "5
of Mltftc*. ItZUli/UM in Cc*cr»te".«llM/$2J» to bold km! *I11S2/KJM Elides. Furl #211H/t2J» rtonjbvW^.#21iW/t2X0 hffttaWa. Ban; #21075/$2.00

COMICS OF THE 50'i THE CITPT OF TERROR *1 SHOCK SUSPEHSTORIES #2 THE HAUNT OF FEAfi #12 WEIRD SCIENCE *12 Unoirdinf

Not comic bit a turdcom Includes "Blind Alters" drawn Quadruple treat. Crime, shock, "Poetic Justice" illustrated trouble awaits the hero of an

beak. Over 2H pans of comics by George £»»*. Used id "Tales tuMiorandscience fiction allin bj Graham Ingsb is the basis imaginative tele called "Lost in

M color. Big! #2152/124.95 Fn>wl^ ,

nwB..t21M/W.S0 trw |roatis»i-#21122/$2JM of a horror filmJ21080/I2J0

i FMTKV. #13 Two sci-

tktjM chillers bj the

.... : of the medium, Wallace

Microcosm". #211tWB0 Wood. Must but! #21095/12.00

THE HORROR FILM PLEASURES OF FEAR VINCENT PRICE BIO FRANKENSTEIN LEGEND M IS FOR MONSTER THE HORROR MOVIES „H(WBJjM
A review and history 22Qpage cross section A %"x%", 263 page biog- 9"x6", 372 pages and A pocketsized booh of 160 page, II *8 movie SCREEN T SCREAM An

of horror chillers. A of international horror raphy 6f Vincent Price photos tell the legend ghoulish monsler gags, treasury. Besides the Encyclopedic guide lo

nailery of photos (400) comics, from European one of the masters of ol Frankenstein from An eaample is: How do chapters on Dracula the great horror and tan-L classics like "The adult comic mags to the modern horror film. Mary Shelley's novel vampires travel? Give and Frankenstein you basy films (rorri 1910 to

'
t Dr. Caligari" American undergrounds. Details his life on and to the Rarlr'f movie up? By blood vessel, will find a, Ladies the present time. An

gem. such as Text in Italian but off screen. Includes and beyond. A complete ot course. Many jokes section! Photos are in X IT soft cover

W-il-WH- picto.es fc,l his TV, «?o, «red«, history,.books, comks, a«JI lustra ted, ^fujl K^'^/lS.^ ifSfi^flp-*

Cabinet ol Dr. Caligari"

'Ttte°E«orcfsYn^ tale" his TV, radio credits, hi stoYy' "books, comics, are illustrated; 'tun! black, white and color!

Hard"r M1159/S14.00 Hardcvr. -2U70/S13.95 Hardcvr. f)21 165/S9.95 Hardcvr. 121054/39.95 Soltcover K1O9/S1.O0 Hardcover "21168/S5.98 «.#2i: $4.S5

DRACULA S DAUGHTER

mUnedl 121261/11.25

ANNOTATED DRACULA MONSTER MOVIE GAME ILLUSTRATED DRACULA APE : KINGDOM KONG MONSTER ,' MOVIES VAMPIRES This is

Lavishly illustrated Play the monsler movie Bram Stokers immortal TMs 9Ji
H*SM",96 Bag* Here is a dazzling a (treat book lor all

with over 120 photos game! A S%"*M", & Dracula lavishly Win- book contains all toe history ot the horror students "L^S1

drawings and engravings, page booh of fiendish Hated with over 100 information and specu- movie. Chock full of and I he living dead

The original W by facts about monsters photographs and stills lalion concerning man photographs ot film- Included in this UJ
Bram Stoker with his- and the men who made plus notes, inlormation and the great apes. In- dom's most infamous page ™um

f_
a« ™c<s

torical footnotes 362 monsters. Test your and tacts ahoul the eluded are Over 180 monsters. A big 160 aboullamous j-arnpires

S- >ll".Amust! trivia eipertise here. Draculalegend.il
=21222/35.95 Softcover S21161/S2.00 Sottcvr. 1(21188/!tsar

"x9" photos, posters, etc. pages! Rare photos! of history anri legend

;6.95 Softcvr. =21184/54.95 Sottcvr. =21023/32.95 Softcvr. =21021/32.95

To o r any of these items, please see last page of this

for convenient HUSH ORDER FORM.
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CAPTAIN COMPANY, P.O. Box 430, Murray Hill Station, New York, W.Y. 10016

CAPTAIN COMPANY RUSH ORDER FORM
Just fill out this handy CAPTAIN COMPANY RUSH ORDER FORM, and enclose your cash, money order or check
and your items are on the way. Be sure to indicate first How Many you want, the Item Number, its Name thePrice and the Total Price; of each book, kit, film, etc. Refer to our handy postage and handling chart [lower left]

to add in the exact amount before adding up the final total. Please print clearly t,.™
Mail to: CAPTAIN COMPANY, P.O. BOX 430, MURRAY HILL STATION, NEW YORK N Y 10016

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS:

YOUR NAME

YOUR ADDRESS

YOUR CITY

YOUR STATE ZIP CODE
OUR GUARANTEE: Our ived in satisfactory condition.

NAME OF ITEM PRICE
EACH

Sorry, no CCD. orders

We pay postage end handling charges on back-
issue Warren magazines ordered in U.S.A.

POSTAGE 8 HANDLING CHART. Use this easy guide to figure proper postage, shipping & h

charges. Add correct amount to Postage & Handling bo* (at right), to add tinai "Total Enclosed
you will send us. .! „ „ . _ J

'

If Your Order is:

Up to SI. 50 add , S5C
$1.51 to 33.00 add 75r

$3.01 to $5.00 add.. 9~
$5.01 to $7.00 add $1 .i

TOTAL FOR
MERCHANDISE
Pi.Y- State Customers
add 8% sales tax.

HANDLING
EuCsAaHH



WARS Action Figures
ALREADY

ASSEMBLED!
The stars have
come out to play!

Eleven of the most
exciting action fi-

gures from Star
Wars haue come
in from space.
Coming at you
from Warren with
their costumes,
weaponsand move
able bodies. These
action figures will

keep you going for
hours and hours.

To order any of these items, pleasi
for convenient RUSI



WARREN presents:

ON NEWSSTANDS NOW OR USE THE MAIL-ORDER G
Vnn acboH fnn '•*- LJ :» :_ :._= I

1
' I I I I j_ iYou asked forjt! Here it is—an exciting h

collection of provocative comic art
stories in the Warren tradition. Fea-
turing weird and wonderful fantasy
tales illustrated by Corben, Maroto,
Wally Wood and other greats. This is an
80-page limited-edition 8%"x11 " mag-
azine that is destined to become a Col-
lector's Item. Order your copies NOW!

WARREN PUBLISHING CO., 145


